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Buenos dias
Many of you have probably heard the news about the heavy rains on the coast.
But here in the mountains we have probably had less rain than usual.
The first months of this year are all about monitoring and measuring the impact of
all activities of our organisation. We are evaluating ourselves but an independent
third party is also evaluating us. Exciting! Is there room for improvement? Are we
doing things well? Should we do things differently? We are keen to find out.
The school project is still being run in partnership with the Ministry of Education.
Working with a pedagogic assistant from the Ministry we’re trying to get the
agriculture classes into the regular school curriculum.
We’re working in 11 communities and at 11 schools. The projects with the families
in 9 communities are currently being measured for impact and evaluated
thoroughly. The 2 most recently added communities aren’t quite ready for this.
There we’re just continuing to keep building steadily with the families. Enjoy the
newsletter and feel free to email us with any questions.
Jolanda en Simone

The numbers tell us everything

Look, these are some of the things we do at Por Eso!
we provide organic agriculture
and cooking classes to children

we carry out home improvements

we build family greenhouses

we install water reservoirs

we realize medical campaigns

we install kitchen cabinets and
smoke-free kitchens

we build dining rooms

we install irrigation systems

we cultivate and cook… and the
surplus is up for sale

This is how we ensure that the poorest in the Peruvian Andes will get stronger and healthier

Monitoring

In the next few months our team is
paying door-to-door house visits to
over 300 families to see how they are
doing. They have earned everything
they can throughout the years at Por
Eso!
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The beginning is always fun
Building and installing is easy, but ensuring long-term sustainability and bringing about behavioural change is a lot more difficult. We’re very careful
and work with an incentive system. ‘There’s nothing like a free lunch’. We never just give anything away. Even then, after such a big effort from the
families, we still come across houses where the greenhouse is being used to hang up laundry, or where the house is a complete mess again. We are
taking time in the next few months to talk to the families about how they got to this point. A reason that we hear again and again is that they don’t
have enough time. Yep, just like us.
Earning money first
The men spend less and less time at home because they’re working in construction in the cities or as a porter on the Inca Trail. The responsibilities of the
women are growing, and the most important of their tasks is to look after the alpacas, llamas, cows and sheeps. The family and house are coming in
second, since this doesn’t represent much income. Llamas provide wool and meat. Every family owns at least 30.
But why is the dear husband no longer working at home? Is it climate change and the depletion of fertile lands, is the harvest bringing in less these
days? All problems at on the micro and macro scale are interrelated.
The solution
Por Eso! is looking at the finer details. We’re seeing how we can find solutions working with the communities to prevent them from ending up in a
vicious circle, where one problem (migration), increases another problem (the women carry too much of a burden).
In Chaupimayo we’re trying out some time management strategies. Every Saturday the family have to spend some time in the greenhouse/vegetable
garden and at home. In Sasicancha the women told us that they wanted more workshops about how to work the vegetable patch.

See you for the next newsletter where
we’ll have the results from our family

Christmas
hampers

house visits and the meeting about impact
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